
DHAROHAR 2018: Report 

Dharohar, the Social Science club of Delhi Public School Gurgaon, presented the third edition of 
the Annual Festival with the theme ‘Enchanting Medieval India’ on Saturday, 18th August 2018. 
The Festival was graced by the presence of the Principal Ms. Aditi Misra and Mr. Ajay Rajpal, 
the Guest for the event Showcase -2018.   

The Principal, Ms. Aditi Misra inaugurated the event with 
the traditional lamp-lighting along with Mr. Ajay Rajpal. 
She addressed the gathering and shared with students the 
true essence of Dharohar. She focused on the need to 
connect and protect our heritage and be true to our legacy 
and take it forward with responsibility and care.  

 
 

                                                                                                                                       
The event saw an array of activities highlighting the achievements of the Medieval Era. They 
were judged by a panel of enthusiastic, learned and motivated alumni: Anoushka Sur, Ananya 
Singhla, Simran Kaur Saini, Ahana Ray, Aditya Srivastava, Aryan Dhingra and Aniruddh Seth. 
The judges congratulated the participants and the Dharohar Presidents, Aksh Bhutani and 
Shradha Packiarajan for putting-up a great show. 
 
Ramp Talk, the first event, was a tribute to the medieval Indian costume and an acknowledgment 
of its adaptation in the contemporary fashion showcased by the students. It was followed by 
QueSST, the quiz on the history of the medieval era. It tested the familiarization of the students 
with the facts and facets of the time period.  

GazeSST, the historical newspaper on medieval rulers showcased the creativity of the students 
along with Through the Lens which was an online movie-making event on the theme ‘Know 
your city and its vicinity’. Lastly, the event Hunar in which the students made bookmarks and 
cards using the various art-forms of medieval era, thus reviving and re-inventing them. 



The valedictory ceremony saw the felicitation of the winners of various activities. The event 
culminated by the vote of thanks proposed by the club secretaries, Sunidhi Gupta and Shachika 
Mittal.  

 

 


